By extending the potential, we propose a mechanism to end the constant-roll inflation in the FLRW space-time. Based on astrophysical data, we estimate the Universe reheating temperature.
Introduction
To solve some cosmological problems like the horizon and flatness problems and the absence of magnetic monopoles, the inflation model has been proposed [1] . This theory asserts that the early Universe has undergone a period of accelerated expansion [2] [3] [4] . Responsible for this positive acceleration may be a scalar field (dubbed inflaton) whose quantum fluctuations were the seeds of structures formation. Depending on the inflaton potential and its interactions (e.g. gravitationally non-minimal interactions) various inflationary models have been considered in the literature. One of the first models is the slow-roll where the scalar field slowly rolls down a concave potential during the inflation and eventually oscillates around its minimum. A slowly rolling scalar field, in addition to being able to provide enough e-folds to solve the cosmological problems, determines the scalar and tensor perturbations in agreement with recent observations. When the slow-roll approximation fails, the inflation ends and finally, the scalar field decays to relativistic particles during the reheating [5] [6] [7] (or preheating [8] [9] [10] ) era. In the warm inflation context, inflation and relativistic particles production occur in the same era [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Recently a new inflationary model,in which the time evolution of the scalar field (φ) is governed by the equationφ = βHφ was introduced in [16] . H is the Hubble parameter and a dot denotes time derivative in the Friedmann-Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) space-time. For β ≪ 1 the slow-roll approximation is recovered and for β = −3, the ultra-slow-roll limit is obtained. β + 3 = 0 shows deviation from a completely flat potential. The constant-roll has been widely studied in the literature [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . This model may be employed to describe non-Gaussianity generation, and also the growing of curvature perturbations in super-horizon scales [16] , and also the production of primordial black holes which are a candidate for dark matter [28, 29] .
In the slow-roll model, by the evolution of the inlfaton, the conditions required for the slow-roll ceases and the inflation ends. In the constant-roll, where the solutions and the form of the potential are analytically derived, this does not occur. So to exit from inflation, one must extend the model for example by considering inflaton decay during inflation (like warm inflation ( [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] )), or assuming a more general potential such that inflation is initially in line with the constant-roll potential, but by the evolution of the field, the potential changes and allows the inflation exit. We adopt the latter, and by modifying the potential, study the exit of inflation and also the reheating of the Universe. By investigating the Universe evolution from the horizon exit of a pivot scale until now, and astrophysical data, we estimate the reheating temperature in the constant-roll approach.
Constant-roll inflation
We consider the action
in the FLRW space-time. The reduced Planck mass is M P = (8πG) −1/2 and φ denotes the scalar field. Variation of the action with respect to the metric and the scalar field gives the equations of motion
The Hubble parameter is given by H ≡ȧ a in which a is the scale factor. The slow-roll parameters are defined by
In the slow-roll, ǫ n ≪ 1 andφ in (4), andφ 2 in (2) are negligible. In the constant-roll we do not ignoreφ and we generally havë
where β is a constant. For β ≪ 1 the slow-roll evolution is recovered. For β = 3, from (4) we find a completely flat potential, ∂V ∂φ = 0, corresponding to the ultra slow-roll. By employing the constraint (6), one can analytically solve the equations (2)- (4), and obtain the form of the potential. To do so we assume that H = H(φ). For single valued t(φ), we can writeḢ =φ dH dφ , therefore from (3) we findφ
From (6) and (7) we obtain
which gives the general solution of H in terms of φ as
Now (2), (7) , and (9) specify the potential:
By inserting (9) in (7), we obtain an evolution equation for φ in terms of t, which specifies φ(t) and thereupon H(t). Particular solutions, are obtained by specifying the parameters C 1 and C 2 and β. For example by setting one of the C i to be zero, or C 1 = ±C 2 , we get
where M is a constant. In the following we restrict ourselves to (12) , because as justified in [16] , only (12) may describe the inflationary era in agreement with astrophysical data. For β < 0, (12) leads to
By defining a dimensionless parameterφ = φ M P and expanding the potential aroundφ = 0 we have :
which for −3 < β < 0 the potential has a minimum atφ = 0. For example for β = −1, we have plotted (14) in terms of φ in fig. (1) But as asserted in [16] this solution is not an attractor and leads to growing curvature perturbation in the super Hubble regime. For β > 0 we have [17] :
The potential is zero for
and is negative for φ > φ c . This is illustrated in fig.( 2)for β = 0.015
The plot of (14) for β = 0.015.
The spectral index, n, and the tensor-to-scalar ratio, r, may be appropriately approximated as [17] 
where
From [31] , we have :
So the allowed region for β and the scalar field, corresponding to the potential (14) and (19) are:
The allowed region in the model (14) .
and Figure 4 : The allowed region in the model (19) .
As is illustrated in fig.(3) , (28) can not be satisfied for the potential (14) . In the continue we adopt potential (19) .
End of inflation and reheating temperature
By modifying the constant-roll potential, we introduce a mechanism through which the inflation ends and afterwards the Universe warms up. For the potential (19), we havë
showing an endless inflation. To overcome this problem, we modify the potential
where V old (φ) is the potential of the constant-roll model (19) . As we aim that the potential be the same as V old in the inflation era, we must have f (φ) ≃ 1 in that epoch. But by evolution of the scalar field f (φ) deviates from 1 and the inflation ends. V new has a minimum at φ min , such that for [5, 32] :
where q is the order of the first non-zero derivative of V new at φ min . We assume that q is an even number and for simplicity we have taken V new (φ min ) = 0 . An explicit example will be given in the fourth section. After the inflation, the inflaton begins an oscillation around φ min , and in the background of this rapid oscillating scalar field, relativistic particles are created and reheat the Universe [5] . In order to study the exit from inflation, and computing the reheating temperature we follow the method used in [33] [34] [35] [36] . We divide the evolution of the Universe into four parts: 1)(t * , t end ), where t * is when a pivot scale, λ 0 , exited the horizon and t end denotes the end of inflation. In this period we have a constant-roll inflation. 2) (t end , t reh ), where t reh is the beginning of radiation domination. In this period the inflaton decays to relativistic particles which become eventually in thermal equilibrium at t reh and the radiation dominated era begins. 3) (t end , t rec ), from radiation dominated to the recombination era, and finally :4) (t rec , t 0 ) from the recombination era until the present epoch t 0 . The number of e-folds since the horizon exit till now can be then written as ( [37] )
The inflationary epoch (t * , t end )
t * is when a pivot scale, λ 0 , exited the horizon. If we define k 0 = 1 λ 0
, then by using a 0 k 0 = a * k * we find a * H * = k 0 [37] . We denote by the underlines " 0 ", and " * " the present time and the horizon exit time, respectively. We take a 0 = 1. In the inflationary era we have
which by using (7) becomes
Inserting (21) in (34) gives
where a tilde denotes a dimensionless parameter obtained through dividing it by M P :ξ = ξ M P
. So N I depends on φ * , φ end , and β. Note that from (21) one obtains:
To compute H * , we use the power spectrum of the curvature perturbation [16] 
in which
we find :
which may be rewritten as:
where:
At the horizon exit,
In the constant-roll
holds, therefore
By substituting this in (42) we find
where,H =
and so on. HenceH * satisfies
By noting that C is positive, we find
If we fix ∆ s (k * ) and n s by astrophysical data. e.g. from [31] for k 0 = 0.05M pc −1 (68%CL; TT; TE;EE+ lowE + lensing)) ln 10 10 ∆ s (k 0 ) = 3.044 ± 0.014
H * is determined by specifying only the potential parameter in the inflationary epoch : i.e. M and β. Note that φ * and β must still in the allowed domain, derived from astrophysical data (see fig.(4) and related discussions). Equivalentlyφ * may be expressed as
φ end depends on f (φ) in (30) . We require the inflation ends before the field arrives to φ c , defined in (23) . Hence generally φ end lies between φ * and φ c . An appropriate estimation about φ end is possible only when the form of f (φ) in (30)is specified. We leave this topic for section 4, where via an example we elucidate our results.
Reheating era (t end , t reh )
After the inflation the Universe enters in the reheating era, (t end , t reh ). The governing potential is taken as
new (φ min ). In this period, the Universe is composed of the inflation and particles to which the inflaton decays. In the original perturbative approach [5] , the scalar field decays through a coherent rapid oscillation around the minimum of its potential, behaving as a matter with the equation of state (EoS) parameter
But due to collective effects such as the Bose condensation which enhances the decay rate, the primitive perturbative approach is not precise. Also for large coupling constants and large inflaton amplitude, the perturbative method fails, and one must consider higher-order Feynman diagrams. In these cases, due to the parametric resonance in the preheating era, a large number of particles is produced. The produced particles evolve from an initial vacuum state in the background of the oscillating scalar field. A result of this oscillation is a time-dependent frequency for the produced bosonic fields which satisfy Hills equation [9] . From Floquet analysis one obtains a broad parametric resonance and a quick growth of matter in the oscillating inflaton background [9, 38, 39] . The produced particles are initially far from thermal equilibrium but eventually reach thermal equilibrium in the radiation dominated era. In the perturbative approach, the inflaton gradually decays to relativistic particles, and in the reheating era, the Universe is assumed to be nearly composed of the oscillating inflaton field with EoS parameter(52). But by considering the preheating, this assumption fails [53] and particles, created via parametric resonance, must be considered too. In this situation, instead of (52), one may consider an effective EoS parameter w ef f. Until the nature of the inflaton and its interactions are identified, a precise analysis of the preheating and deriving an exact form for w ef f. is not feasible. Anyway, in the reheating period after the inflation we expect to haveḢ + H 2 < 0, which implies w ef f. > − . The evolution of EoS between these values has been studied numerically in [39, 40] . This evolution depends on the effective masses of created particles and their interactions.
In the reheating era, following [9] , we estimate the number of e-folds as
in whichγ =w ef f. + 1 andw
We have also
and [38] 
where g reh is the number of relativistic degrees of freedom. For GlashowWeinberg-Salam g = 106.75, so g reh ≥ 106.75. Inserting (55) and (56) in (53) we obtain
3.3 e-folds in (t reh , t rec ) and (t rec , t 0 )
In (t reh , t rec ), the Universe is composed of ultrarelativistic particles in thermal equilibrium. The Universe expands adiabatically such that the entropy per comoving volume is conserved, therefore [33] :
(58)
The relativistic degrees of freedom correspond to photons, hence:
Finally in (t rec , t 0 ), using the fact that the temperature redshifts as
we simply obtain:
Reheating temperature
Collecting all the e-folds together we find
(62) We remind that N is the number of e-folds from horizon exit of a pivot scale k 0 in inflationary era till now. So by setting a 0 = 1 and by using a * H * = k 0 , we have
by equating (62) and (63) we find the reheating temperature as
(64) whereH * is given by (48), and the power spectrum and the spectral index are chosen from (49). g reh ≥ 106.75, and φ end depends on the form of f (φ) in (30) . Note that in the computation of the reheating temperature we have not used explicitly the coupling of the inflation to particles it decays to.
A numerical analysis via an example
In the following, to be more specific and to elucidate numerically our results, we will make use of a choice for f (φ), which allows an initial constant-roll evolution, inflation exit and a subsequent oscillation about φ ≃ φ min . A good simple example which satisfies the requirements of our model (see eq. (30) and its following discussions) is a f (φ) constructed from an exponential function:
where q is an even positive number. In this way f (φ) becomes operative when φ ∼ φ min . We estimate φ end as follows: f (φ) becomes active when
This leads to
For the parameters
the potential is plotted in fig.(5) . Near φ min we have V (φ) = λV old (φ min )(φ − φ min ) 2 where V old is given by (19) . Now, let us solve (2) and (4) numerically. We choose the initial condition
at t * . Note that, by using (7),φ * becomes fixed by specifying φ * . By using (69), (35) , (66), and for the pivot scale k 0 = 0.05M pc −1 we obtain N 1 ≃ 42.
In fig.(6) , As it is shown in fig.(6) , the inflaton first ascends during the inflation and then at the end of inflation experiences an oscillatory period around φ min = 6M P . This second stage is plotted separately in fig.(7) in terms of dimensionless time τ = M t. It is in this period that the inflation decays to other particles and reheats the Universe. In plotting fig.(7) , we have not considered the decay effect via reheating or preheating, and therefore the decrease of the oscillation amplitude is only due to the redshift. The Hubble parameter in terms of e-folds is depicted in fig.(8) , showing the constant-roll and the end of inflation after N ≃ 42. 
In terms of the dimensionless time τ , q is depicted in fig.(9) . This figure shows that the Universe exits the inflation, after the constantroll, at about τ end ≃ 42.78. To get a numerical estimation about the reheat-ing temperature, we depict it in fig.(10) , in terms ofγ and n s . We consider (68), and the initial condition (69), and take g reh = 106.75. This shows that the temperature does not change significantly in the n s domain (49). We have a greater temperature for a greater value ofγ. These can be elucidated separately: in fig.(11) the temperature is plotted in terms of n s forγ = In (12) , the temperature is shown in terms ofγ for n s = 0.9649. As the reheating era occurred symmetry breaking in GUT, we expect that the reheating temperature be smaller than the GUT scale∼ 10 16 GeV .
Conclusion
In the constant-roll inflation, unlike the slow-roll, the inflation end is not predicted in the model. Therefore the model needs to be extended so that inflation can end and the Universe enters the reheating period before the radiation dominated era. For this purpose, the field can decay to ultrarelativistic particles during inflation, or the potential shape can be changed. This is the latter case that we have studied. We have modified the potential such that initially it corresponds to the constant-roll potential, and then by the evolution of the inflaton, its shape changes and gives an end to the inflation (see (30) ). In addition, we made the model so that the scalar field oscillates around the minimum of the potential, reminiscent of the reheating stage after the slow-roll (see (31) ). The implication of this model in the inflationary and reheating era and in e-folds number was studied explicitly. Based on astrophysical data, we followed the method used in [33] [34] [35] , to obtain the reheating temperature (see (64)). In the last section, we used a numerical example to show how the model works. We showed that the model can describe appropriately the end of inflation after a suitable number of e-folds. We found that the reheating temperature is less sensitive to the spectral index with respect to the slow-roll. But it seems that the reheating temperature is large and is only a few orders of magnitudes less than the GUT scale (see fig. (12) ).
